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ABSTRACT 

 

IoT is a chain of Physical Objects that are installed with sensors, software, and 

other technologies for the goal of connecting and transferring data with other 

devices and systems over the Internet. In many research, it has been found that 

the data and communication between the Internet of Things are insecure. Also, 

the data which is transferred from one end to the other end is accessible for a 

shorts distance. A discovered protocol for Data Integrity in IoT 

communication. A protocol for providing an environmental monitoring 

solution and a system that facilitates the practical experimentation of the IoT 

solutions. After the data is secured with the protocols and it has received an 

environment for the experiments, the message has to be sent over a long 

distance. 

Keywords – IoT, Data Integrity, LoRa , High Density Sensors, Ethureum 

Blockchain 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the View of the rising IoT Devices in the market 

and in our daily lives. The security of these devices is 

under great threat. Numerous videos and articles are 

available on open- source platforms on how to hack 

these IoT devices in minutes. And the reason for 

hacking is the lack of communication in these 

security devices. This security gap can be resolved 

through an Integrity First Communication Protocol 

Ethereum Blockchain Light Client. Blockchain is 

used because it provides a scalable, distributed ledger 

that requires consensus across all participating nodes. 

Though the communication of the IoT devices is 

secured by the first Communication Protocol. But 

deploying the devices at a wide range of distances 

around the globe becomes difficult. With the rise in 

IoT devices, several questions come up in the mind of 

various researchers and scientists. The questions are 

how the communication should be set up, where the 

IoT nodes should be placed. So the implementation of 

IoT and its evaluation in a real environment is 

required. Therefore Building the IoT testbed system 

would allow the realism of the testing environment. 

The testbed system was based on high levels of 

simplicity and scalability. The evaluation of the 

testbed system was conducted by a Technology 

Acceptance Model(TAM). The purpose of the testbed 

system is that it’s ready to use and easy to control in 

order to save time. 
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For long-distance communication, we need a long 

scale sensor network. And efforts have been made to 

increase the performance of the Long Scale Sensor 

Network which means the battery should last for 

decades. After intensive research and integrating a 

huge number of sensors LoRaWAN Protocol is the 

best fine. This protocol provides large 

communication distance and it’s based on LoRa(Long 

Range)modulation. 

 

Over the most recent few years, progressions in 

Internet technologies, which empowered systems 

administration of regular articles, significantly 

expanded the fame of the Internet of Things (IoT). 

The IoT describes implanted gadgets with Web 

network, permitting them to associate with each 

other, administrations, and individuals on a 

worldwide scale to increment dependability, 

supportability, and efficiency by improved 

admittance to data [1]. Frameworks, which affect one 

another, can be interconnected like home and 

building robotization with ecological checking to 

permit data to be shared between these frameworks. 

With low controlled remote inserted gadgets, which 

require a little framework, similar to the mainstream 

Raspberry Pi (RPi), a modest completely fledged 

broadly useful. As opposed to those methodologies, 

which generally   cover little application zones with 

very specific conditions and cloud network, the 

further advancement of Montreal centers more on 

being an overall sensor observing structure fitting 

more use cases by being effectively extensible and 

material. To empower a clear updatable, versatile, 

and reasonable system with fitting innovations on 

energy-efficient gadgets, SensIoT kept on utilizing 

lightweight holder virtualization. 

 

Besides, got sensor information is still prepared 

locally without the need to transfer it to cloud 

administrations or costly frameworks and without 

the weight to overflow the center organization with 

superfluous information traffic. Therefore, there is at 

present no broad sensor monitoring structure like 

SensIoT accessible what's more Montreal none of 

them utilizes compartment virtualization to 

disentangle the general arrangement and support of 

their application. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

 

At present, there is no business standard for how IoT 

devices should communicate securely. Many popular 

communications protocols for IoT devices either 

badly address security, or are not scalable. 

Researchers have only recently begun studying 

Blockchain as a possible IoT communication protocol. 

However, most IoT Blockchain implementations are 

too large, too centralized, too expensive, or use 

hardware solutions. 

 

A. Legacy Communication Protocols 

 

One of the Originally proposed Communication 

mechanisms for IoT devices is Modbus. Modbus was 

originally made for the isolated systems and the 

integration of messages was not taken into 

consideration. 

  

B. Modern IoT Communication Protocols 

 

IoT devices with faulty resources are often regarded 

as stifled nodes. Currently, DTLS is the default 

security protocol used for application messages 

between constrained nodes. 

 

C. IoT Blockchains 

 

Blockchain has been shown to be extremely scalable 

but has not been applied to IoT devices nor examined 

as a source of integrity- first communication. The 

most well-known modification of blockchain 

particularly devised for IoT is the knot, which is 

guided by the IOTA coin. 
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D. IoT Chain 

 

IoT chain utilizes a DAG structure alike to the tangle 

and also uses Simplified Payment Verification (SPV) 

to aid services on smaller devices. SPV provides 

devices to carry payment verification without 

keeping entire Blockchain information as lengthy as 

block headers are preserved. 

 

E. IoTeX 

 

IoTex similarly uses PBFT and SPV to ensure fast 

transaction times and limited storage space. The 

fundamental thought for IoTex is the notion of 

blockchains inside blockchains. 

 

F. NeuroMesh 

 

One blockchain that successfully provides secure 

communication for IoT devices, which is most similar 

to our design, is NeuroMesh.It functions as a 

“friendly” botnet to fight against other botnets and 

delivers security commands to IoT devices with the 

help of Bitcoin blockchain as the connection protocol. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 

The process of forming a light client expects to speak 

the obstacles with communication integrity for IoT 

devices. Civil blockchains such as Ethereum have 

given us the capacityto broadcast data in a scalable 

and distributed fashion. The forthcoming work on 

the light client will add further lessening its size and 

practicing optimal conditions for its function on 

smart city IoT devices. The aim to reveal a means that 

will represent data from the light client and execute 

instructions on the IoT endpoint. Creating an agent 

for thelight client will be the foundation for an 

integrity-driven approach to performing updates for 

IoT devices at scale. 
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